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Are you searching for a serviced office at which 
you can grab a coffee and work in? 

 
PROPIN offers you various serviced offices 

all around Turkiye. 

No Agency Fee!

Reach us for our office space portfolio!

For further information, please don’t hesitate to contact us. We would be more than happy to help. T. 0212 217 8555        



PROPIN has been providing highly-specialized agency and consulting services with a focus on Turkey’s Office Market to 
office users, investors, developers and property owners, with a comprehensive range of real estate services since 2005. 
PROPIN’s customers can rely on professional assistance in property scouting, advisory services and property marketing.  
PROPIN is also preparing the most up-to-date Office Market reports for your investment decisions.

We do our work diligently.

This document has been prepared by Propin.   
 All rights reserved. No part of this publication or any of its content may be reproduced, copied, modified and/or 

adapted for use without the prior written consent of PROPIN.
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SUMMARY AND
FORECASTS
The summary of the latest data from the Istanbul Office 
Market in the third quarter of 2018 can be found below.
  

While the vacancy rate for Class A office buildings in the Central Business District (CBD) was 30.4%, it was 

recorded as 14.5% for Class B office buildings. The average rent for Class A office buildings in the CBD was at a 

level of $US 21.8 /m² /month and $US 10.1 /m² /month for Class B office buildings.

The vacancy rate for Class A office buildings in Out of CBD-Europe was 20.2% and the average rent for Class A 

office buildings was $US 14.5 /m² /month.

For Class A buildings in Out of CBD-Asia, the vacancy rate was determined to be 19.2% and the average rent for 

Class A office buildings was $US 14.8 /m² /month.

The top prime rent – $US 43 /m² /month – was seen in the CBD in Levent in the third quarter of 2018. 
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The “Decision on the Amendment to the Decision No. 32 on the Protection of the Value of Turkish Currency” (the 
Decree) issued in September 2018 left its mark on the Istanbul Office Market in the third quarter of 2018. In this 
quarter, the tenants and landlords had intense negotiations about exchange rate pegging and rent payment in Turkish 
Lira after the sharp increase in foreign exchange rates. It was possible to see several executions in each negotiation. 
After the declaration of the Decree, some landlords announced the listing prices in Turkish Lira, while many of the 
landlords chose to wait for the details in the Decree to be become clear. A “Contract Renewing Service”, provided by 
PROPIN, was one of the requested services in this period of uncertainty. 

In the Istanbul Office Market in the third quarter of 2018, stock growth in the CBD was recorded only in the Zincirlikuyu-
Esentepe-Gayrettepe district. Also, a stock increase was observed in West Atasehir and Kartal-Maltepe districts (both 
in the Developing Office Districts), in the Market. The openings of office buildings which are about to be completed 
continued to be postponed due to market conditions. According to the total stock size reached at the end of the third 
quarter of 2018, the stock shares were determined to be: the CBD 34%, Out of CBD-Europe 19%, Out of CBD-Asia 
24%, and the Developing Office Districts [Kagithane, Bomonti-Piyalepasa, Kartal-Maltepe, West Atasehir] 23%.

As a result of the developments realized in the third quarter of 2018, the average rental rate of Class A office buildings 
continued to decline in the market. The 12% drop in the average rent rate of Class A office buildings in the CBD at the 
end of last four quarters was remarkable. The commercial terms in office leasing agreements in the Istanbul Office 
Market have completely turned in favour of the users. It was observed that the leasing transactions of the landlords 
who could provide advantageous commercial terms against the competitive market conditions could be completed. 

Leasing transactions were completed in the CBD, Out of CBD-Asia and Out of CBD-Europe due to the improved terms 
in favour of the users. However, the demand for the office buildings in the Developing Office Districts – by offering 
financially advantageous leasing packages – was more intense. Although the volume of completed transactions varied 
from district to district, the overall vacancy rates for Class A office buildings in the third quarter of 2018 remained 
unchanged compared to the previous quarter. 

In the third quarter of 2018, the rental deals were mainly closed for office areas 1,000m2 and below throughout the 
Market. Leasing transactions and purchases continued in Ferko Signature, which is the most recent A+ office building 
in Levent and a building PROPIN conducts marketing executions for. The rental deal for 2,650 m2 of office area in 
Ferko Signature by Nike, which has been a user in Maslak for years, was one of the noteworthy transactions in the 
third quarter of 2018. 

We predict that the office market will continue to offer advantageous terms for the tenants in the upcoming periods. 
The increase in stock, the decrease in the rental rates and the further flexibility of the landlords in commercial terms 
will motivate some users to move from their current buildings to other buildings with higher standards. On the other 
hand, it is obvious that the landlords will have a period of intense competition to retain existing tenants and to acquire 
new tenants in the following periods.

Finally, since the third quarter of 2018 is a transition period for the owners, we, as PROPIN, would like to state that we 
measured the rental rates in US Dollars in this report.
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ISTANBUL OFFICE MARKET
DESCRIPTIONS

Explanation of some of the 
terms used in the PROPIN Office 
Market Overview are as follows
Class A Office Buildings: 
These buildings have a modern technical and mechanical infrastructure, 
fire safety, generators, parking areas and professional building 
management. They have the best location and the highest rent value in 
the city’s office market. 

Class B Office Buildings: 
When compared to Class A office buildings, Class B office buildings 
have a lower rent and sale value within the same market. If this type of 
building is new, it possesses an ordinary design; if the building is old, it 
has been enhanced to look better. 

Unit Price: 
This term represents the ratio of total asked rent value to gross areas 
for rent. 

Vacancy Rate: 
This is the ratio between total vacant areas and total office areas.

Take-up: 
This is a gross figure representing the total floor area known to have 
been let or pre-let, sold or pre-sold, to tenants or owner-occupiers 
within a specified period of time. It does not include any area that is 
under offer. A property is taken up when the contract is signed. 

Pipeline Projects: 
This project refers to the supply of a particular type of real estate 
asset that is in the planning or construction phase, yet not ready for 
occupancy.

Closing Price: 
This is the rental price which has been agreed upon between the 
property owner and the tenant and placed in the contract. 

Rentable Area: 
This term refers to the total area which is currently being marketed 
during a certain time period. The term covers all sorts of areas, whether 
the land is vacant, occupied or suitable for subleasing in the future.

Rent Average: 
The rental average is the weighted average of the rent of the vacant 
areas. The weight coefficient of the rental prices is calculated in 
accordance with the total office area and the vacant area. Listing 
prices are used in the calculations. 

Users: 
The companies of the current office users of the building. 

Office User/Tenant Representation: 
The mediator who represents the interests of the tenant in a typical 
renting operation is referred to as the tenant representative. 

Listing Price: 
The rental price requested by the property owner for the rental area is 
the listing price. The price can change as a result of negotiations. 

Landlord Representation: 
The mediator who represents the interests of the property owner 
in a typical renting operation is referred to as the property owner 
representative. 

Common Areas: 
All areas including the main lobby, lift lobbies on the floors, corridors 
between rentable areas, toilets outside of the offices, and fire exit 
stairs shared by the Occupiers in the building are the common areas.

Pre-Rented Area: 
The amount of area in a building that has been rented prior to the end 
date of the construction and prior to occupancy permit date is the pre-
rented area. 

Completion Date: 
This refers to the completion date of the construction of a building.

     
Kucukyalı No.1FOR LEASE

HILLTOWN
OFFICE

No agency service charge 
Please click on www.propin.com.tr for other properties we represent and for detailed information

•: 5.837 m² vacant office area

• Floor sizes vary from 
   1,729 m² to 2,047 m²

• With island view and terraces  
   dedicated to floors

• 10-minutes walking distance to     
   Kucukyali Subway Station

• Total office area 9,460 m²

• Mall, restaurants, gym, meeting   
   and seminar rooms

    
Levent No.2FOR SALE-LEASE

FERKO
SIGNATURE

No agency service charge 
Please click on www.propin.com.tr for other properties we represent and for detailed information

• 1,722 m²-sized floors

• On the Buyukdere Street 

• 1-minute walking distance to     
   Levent Subway Station

• Total office area 75,000 m² 

• Users: Ferko, 
   McKinsey&Company
   Yemek Sepeti, Fiba Holding,
   Franklin Templeton Investments,
   White & Case, Destek Factoring, 
   Assembly Buildings, MESS, AHK 
   Azerbaijan Cultural Centre, Nike

SILVER
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ECONOMIC OVERVIEW

INFLATION

MONETARY POLICY

EXCHANGE RATES [October 2016 - September 2018]

FIGURE NO.1  SOURCE: THE CENTRAL BANK

 
 

ECONOMIC 
INDICATORS

October
'17

November
'17

December
'17

January
'18

February
'18

March
'18

April
'18

May
'18

June
'18

July
'18

August
'18

September
'18

BIST-100 Index 110,143 103,984 107,984 119,529 118,951 114,930 104,283 100,652 96,520 96,952 92,723 99,957

Unemployment Rate (%)* 10.3 10.3 10.4 10.8 10.6 10.1 9.6 9.7 10.2 - - -

Exchange Rate** 
(USD/TRY) 3.78 3.95 3.78 3.76 3.81 3.96 4.05 4.49 4.57 4.91 6.56 6.00

Exchange Rate**
(EUR/TRY) 4.40 4.67 4.52 4.68 4.65 4.88 4.90 5.25 5.32 5.76 7.66 6.96

Policy Rate (%)** 
(One-week Repo Rate) 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 17.75 17.75 - 24.00

Inflation (%)* (End-Year) 11.9 12.98 11.92 10.35 10.26 10.23 10.85 12.15 15.39 15.85 17.90 24.52

  TABLE NO.1  SOURCE: *TSI -**CBRT 

*TUIK (the Turkish Statistical Institute) revised their method of calculating the Gross Domestic Product. According to this new method, the growth figure is now calculated using a chained volume        
   index (based on 2009 = 100) instead of fixed prices.

In September 2018, the Consumer Price Index (CPI) was high over market expectations with a 6.30% monthly increase.  According to a Reuter’s survey, the rise in the 
same period was expected to be 3.6%. Annual inflation, which has been trending upward since April 2018, was recorded as 24.52% in September 2018. The increase 
in the Domestic Product Price Index (dPPI) continued its rapid upward trend on a 10.88% monthly basis in September and dPPI reached double-digit numbers among 
2003-based series. The yearly increase in dPPI climbed to 46.15% in September. As a consequence of these increases, DPI and dPPI peaked at their highest level of 
2003-based series

The Monetary Policy Committee raised the policy interest rate by 625 basis points according to the previous period, to 24% at the September 2018 meeting. The market 
expectation was the rise in interest would be in the range of 200-500 basis points. The Committee announced that strong monetary tightening was implemented in 
order to support price stability. In addition to this announcement, the Committee indicated that it would maintain its monetary policy stance decisively until the 
inflation outlook displays a significant improvement. Moreover, the Committee underlined that additional monetary tightening will be delivered if needed.
*TURKSAT (the Turkish Statistical Institute) revised their method of calculating the Gross Domestic Product. According to the new method, the growth figure is now calculated using a chained volume index (based 
on 2009=100) instead of fixed prices.

MACRO ECONOMY
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The Turkish economy had a period in which normalization in economic activity has appeared in growth data in the second quarter of 2018. According to the chained 
volume index, gross domestic product (GDP) grew by 5.2%, compared to the same period of the previous year, in line with market expectations. The growth rate, which 
had been announced as 7.4% in the first quarter of 2018, was revised to 7.3%. Therefore, the growth in Turkish economy in the first half of 2018 became 6.2% 

Similar to the first quarter of 2018, investment expenditures were the largest contributing factor to growth after private consumption. The contribution of investment 
expenditures to growth in the second quarter of 2018 was announced as 1.2 points. On the other hand, construction investments, which were determined to have 
weakened compared to previous periods, expanded by 6.6% in the second quarter of 2018 and its contribution to growth was 1.2 points.

Under the NEP, the economy is foreseen to exhibit a growth performance 
below its potential in the 2018-2020 projections, but will accelerate as of 
2021. However, the inflation, which has recently had a rapid rise, is expec-
ted to reach a single-digit number at the end of 2020. Considering these 
projections, it is possible to say that the macroeconomic forecasts descri-
bed in the program are generally in-line with market expectations. 

In addition to US sanctions against Iran that will come into force in Novem-
ber, OPEC’s unwillingness to increase supply despite the US call to do so 
caused oil prices to surge. Brent crude oil prices increased by close to 5% 
weekly and surpassed $US 80 / barrel at the last week of September. If the 
relevant upward pressure on oil prices continues, oil prices are projected to 
reach $US 100 /barrel at the beginning of 2019.

2017 2018* 2019** 2020** 2021**

GROWTH

GDP (Billion USD, Current Rate) 3.107 3.741 4.450 5.150 5.742

GDP(Billion USD, Current Rate) 851 763 795 858 926

Per Capita Income (GDP, US Dollar) 10.602 9.385 9.647 10.292 10.973

GDP Growth*** 7,4 3,8 2,3 3,5 5,0

POPULATION-EMPLOYMENT

Population 80.313 81.339 82.377 83.393 84.405

Unemployment Rate(%) 10.9 11.3 12.1 11.9 10.8

FOREIGN TRADE

Export (fob)(Billion USD) 157,0 170,0 182,0 191,0 204,4

Import (cif)(Billion USD) 233,8 236,0 244,0 252,0 267,0

Crude Oil Price-Brent(USD/Barrel) 54,3 72,8 73,2 69,7 67,0

INFLATION

CPI End-Year Change(%) 11.9 20.8 15.9 9.8 6.0

The New Medium-Term Programme was announced on September 20, 
2018, under its revised name of the New Economic Programme (NEP). It 
was stated that the NEP, which covers the period 2019-2021, is based on 
three main objectives: ‘economic balance’, ‘financial discipline’ and ‘value-
added change in production and exports’.

* Estimation  ** Programme *** Percentage change in fixed prices                                                                          TABLE NO.2  SOURCE: NEP    
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In Istanbul, there are twelve main districts with a high office building density. In 
this report, these office districts are delineated and determined by taking the 
location and user profiles into account. 

Istanbul’s CBD starts at Barbaros Boulevard, continues along Buyukdere Avenue 
and finishes in the Maslak district. This axis, named the CBD, includes Levent, 
Etiler, Maslak, Zincirlikuyu-Esentepe-Gayrettepe and Besiktas-Balmumcu. 

Office districts located outside of these areas are defined as Out of CBD. Due to 
the geographic layout of Istanbul, Out of CBD is divided into two main categories: 
Asia and Europe. 

In this context, Out of CBD-Europe includes the districts of Taksim-Nisantasi, 
Sisli-Fulya-Otim and the vicinity surrounding the Airport. Out of CBD-Asia 
consists of Kozyatagi, Altunizade, Kavacik and Umraniye. 

There are Developing Office Districts found on both the Asian and European 
sides of the city. While Kagithane and Bomonti-Piyalepasa are located in Europe, 
Kartal-Maltepe and Atasehir are located in Asia. 

Four districts, shown in green circles on the map below, are the ‘Developing 
Office Districts’ in the Istanbul Office Market. The data related to these four 
districts will be illustrated with figures in the coming reports.
 

When analyzing the office areas 
with respect to international 
standards, the city is divided 
into a “Central Business District” 
(CBD) and “Out of Central Business 
Districts” (Out of CBD). The CBD 
is a district category densely 
populated with office buildings 
and a service sector, where 
pedestrian-vehicle traffic is 
hectic, and the demand is the 
highest.
            

EUROPEAN SIDE ASIAN SIDE

2
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2018 The Third Quarter
DISTRIBUTION OF CLASS A OFFICE STOCK BY DISTRICT

FIGURE NO.2  SOURCE: PROPIN

FIGURE NO.3  SOURCE: PROPIN

2018 The Third Quarter
DISTRIBUTION OF CLASS A OFFICE STOCK BY DISTRICT CATEGORY

CLASS A STOCK COMPARISON 
OF THE ISTANBUL OFFICE DISTRICTS

The Distribution of Class A Office Stock by District Categories in the 
third quarter of 2018 is given in Figure 2. 

The CBD [Levent, Etiler, Maslak, Zincirlikuyu-Esentepe-Gayrettepe, 
Besiktas-Balmumcu]: The stock share of the CBD was determined 
as 34%. A stock increase in Class A office stock of Zincirlikuyu-
Esentepe-Gayrettepe was observed. 

Out of CBD-Europe [Taksim-Nişantasi, Sisli-Fulya-Otim, Airport 
District]: The stock share of Out of CBD-Europe was 19%.

Out of CBD-Asia [Kozyatagi, Altunizade, Kavacik, Umraniye]: The 
stock share of Out of CBD-Asia was 24%.

Developing Office Districts [Kagithane, Bomonti-Piyalepasa, 
Maltepe-Kartal, Bati Atasehir]: The stock share of the Developing 
Office Districts increased to 23%. 

In Figure 3, Distribution of Class A Office Stock by District in the third quarter of 2018 is shown. 

In the Istanbul Office Market in the third quarter of 2018, stock growth in the CBD was recorded only in the Zincirlikuyu-Esentepe-
Gayrettepe District. Also, a stock increase was observed in West Atasehir and Kartal-Maltepe, both located in the Developing 
Office Districts, in the Market. The openings of office buildings which are about to be completed continued to be postponed due 
to market conditions.

The total Class A office stock of Zincirlikuyu-Esentepe-Gayrettepe grew to 500,000 m2 in the third quarter of 2018. The stock 
growth is expected in the CBD in the Zincirlikuyu-Esentepe-Gayrettepe and Levent districts in the following quarters. In addition, 
it is foreseen that there will be a stock increase in the next quarters in Out of CBD-Asia, where small-scale office projects are 
continuing. 

* Areas remarked with dark colour indicate the vacancy rate.
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The Vacancy Rates by District Category in the Istanbul Office Market in the 
third quarter of 2018 are given in Figure 4. 

The vacancy rate for Class A office buildings in the CBD was at a level of 
30.4% and 14.5% for Class B office buildings.

While the vacancy rate for Class A office buildings in Out of CBD-Europe 
was 20.2%, the vacancy rate for Class B office buildings was 24.2%.

For Class A office buildings in Out of CBD-Asia, the vacancy rate was 19.2%. 
It was 12% for Class B office buildings in the district.

[1]When Tat Towers is not included in the office stock in Zincirlikuyu-Esentepe-Gayrettepe, the vacancy rate of Class A office buildings regresses to 32.53%.

VACANCY RATES 
IN THE ISTANBUL OFFICE MARKET

VACANCY RATES 
BY DISTRICT CATEGORY
2018 The Third Quarter

FIGURE NO.4  SOURCE: PROPIN

FIGURE NO.5   SOURCE: PROPIN

VACANCY RATES BY DISTRICT
2018 The Third Quarter

Vacancy Rates for Class A and Class B office buildings in the twelve 
business districts of Istanbul are displayed in Figure 5. [1]

The Levent District was hectic in the third quarter of 2018 considering 
the number of transactions. The leasing transactions completed in 
various scale of office areas occurred mainly due to the advantageous 
leasing conditions. Both marketing executions conducted by PROPIN 
and the rental deals have continued in Ferko Signature, which is 
the latest A+ office project in Levent. The lease transaction in Ferko 
Signature completed by Nike was the one of the significant leasing 
events in the third quarter of 2018. On the other hand, the fact that 
companies relocated from Class A office buildings to Class B buildings 
in this district due to the economic conditions was remarkable. As a 
consequence of these developments, the vacancy rate for Class A 
office buildings in Levent was 25.5% in the third quarter of 2018. 

The vacancy rate of Class A office buildings in Etiler increased to 12% in 
the third quarter of 2018. Relocations of some firms from Etiler to the 
Developing Office districtss had an impact on this increase.  

The third quarter of 2018 was dynamic in Maslak. It has been observed 
that group companies of Dogus Holding rented D Office Building in the 
third quarter of 2018 in Maslak. Some firms moved to other buildings 

in Maslak, while some of them moved out of the district. The vacancy 
rate of Class A office buildings in Maslak regressed to 30.8% in the third 
quarter of 2018.   

Pera Fine Arts High School leased in Bolkan Center Building in Sisli-
Fulya-Otim in the third quarter of 2018. As a result of this leasing, the 
vacancy rate of Class A office buildings in Sisli-Fulya-Otim decreased to 
23.9% in the third quarter of 2018.

It has been observed that some firms in Class A office buildings located 
in Kozyatagi shrank and partially vacated the office areas they used. 
Besides, there were firms from several sectors which rented office 
areas in this district. As a result of the balance of these movements, the 
vacancy rate in this district in the third quarter of 2018 remained at the 
previous quarter’s level. The vacancy rate of Class A office buildings in 
Kozyatagi was 22.6% in the third quarter of 2018. 

In Altunizade, the leasing transactions in Class A office areas with a 
size of 1,000m2 and below in the third quarter of 2018 were balanced 
out by the firms moving out of the district. In the third quarter of 2018, 
the vacancy rate of Class A office buildings in Altunizade was steady at 
7.5%, as in the previous quarter.

LeventFOR LEASE No.3

No agency service charge 
Please click on www.propin.com.tr for other properties we represent and for detailed information

NIDAKULE 
LEVENT
• Office sizes vary from 
   294 m² to 680 m²

• 3-minutes walking distance to  
   Levent Subway Stataion

• Total office area 21,690 m² 

• Dining hall, cafe, gym and     
   meeting rooms

• Users: Puma, Benetton,      
   Maryapı, Vepa, Polo Garage
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FIGURE NO.7  SOURCE: PROPIN

FIGURE NO.6  SOURCE: PROPIN

CHANGES IN VACANCY RATES  IN THE ISTANBUL OFFICE MARKET

CHANGES IN VACANCY RATES 
OF CLASS A BUILDINGS
The Last Four Quarters

The Last Four Quarters

CHANGES IN VACANCY RATES 
OF CLASS B BUILDINGS

The Changes in the Vacancy Rates for Class A Office Buildings on 
a quarterly basis between the fourth quarter of 2017 and the third 
quarter of 2018 are illustrated in Figure 6.

The vacancy rate of Class A office buildings in the CBD trended 
downward over the last four quarters. The vacancy rate of Class A office 
buildings in the CBD had been determined to be 31.8% in the fourth 
quarter of 2017. The vacancy rate of Class A office buildings in the CBD, 
which decreased to 30.4% in the second quarter of 2018, remained 
unchanged in the third quarter of 2018.

The vacancy rate of Class A office buildings in Out of CBD-Europe 
plunged between in the fourth quarter of 2017 and the third quarter of 
2018. The vacancy rate of Class A office buildings in the fourth quarter 
of 2017 had been 21.4%. At the end of last four quarters, the vacancy 
rate of Class A office buildings fell by 5.8%. The vacancy rate of Class A 
office buildings in Out of CBD-Europe in the third quarter of 2018 was 
20.2%. 

In between the fourth quarter of 2017 and the third quarter of 2018, the 
vacancy rate of Class A office buildings in Out of CBD-Asia remained 
steady at 19%-20%. In the fourth quarter of 2017, the vacancy rate of 
Class A office buildings in Out of CBD-Asia was 19.7% and 19.2% in the 
third quarter of 2018.

The Vacancy Rates of Class B office buildings in the District Categories 
over the last four quarters are shown in Figure 7.

In the CBD, the vacancy rate of Class B office buildings had been at a 
level of 15.2% in the fourth quarter of 2017. The decrease of 18.5% in 
the vacancy rate of Class B office buildings at the end of three quarters, 
which declined to 12.4% in the second quarter of 2018, was dramatic. 
The vacancy rate of Class B office buildings in the CBD increased to 
14.5% in the third quarter of 2018.   

The vacancy rate of Class B office buildings in Out of CBD-Europe rose 
during the last four quarters. In the fourth quarter of 2017, the vacancy 
rate of Class B buildings in Out of CBD-Europe was 23%. The vacancy 
rate of Class B office buildings trended upward over last four quarters 
and ended up 24.2% in the third quarter of 2018.

The vacancy rate of Class B office buildings had been at a level of 11.1% 
in the fourth quarter of 2017 and no significant change has been seen 
over last four quarters. In the third quarter of 2018, the vacancy rate of 
Class B office buildings in Out of CBD-Asia was recorded as 12%. 

    
Atasehır No.5FOR LEASE

ALLIANZ 
TOWER

No agency service charge 
Please click on www.propin.com.tr for other properties we represent and for detailed information

• 8.175 m² vacant office area

• Floor sizes vary from 
   1,210 m² to 1,338 m²

• Up to 85% floor efficiency

• View of the Princes’ Islands

• Total office area 43,000 m² 

• 87% occupancy

• Users: Allianz Insurance,
   Ronesans Holding, Daikin,     
   Continental, DAF Trucks

MaltepeFOR LEASE No.4

PIAZZA OFFICE

No agency service charge 
Please click on www.propin.com.tr for other properties we represent and for detailed information

• 34,400 m² vacant office area

• 1,600 m²-sized floors

• Offices with terrace and      
   balconies

• Mall, cinema, gym, halls

• Located near to highway

• 1-minute walking 
   distance to Esenkent 
   Subway Station
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The average rental rates for Class A and Class B office buildings in the 
twelve business districts of Istanbul are compared in Figure 9. [2]

In Levent, significant reductions, where the listing prices were in foreign 
currency, had been observed before the Decree was issued. The 
rental rate of Class A office buildings in this district plunged with the 
depreciation of the Turkish Lira and with the economic crisis and was 
recorded as $US 26.5 /m² /month in the third quarter of 2018.

The listing prices of Class A office buildings in Etiler, which were 
announced in US Dollars, were discounted in the third quarter of 2018. 
The rental rate of Class A office buildings in the district decreased 
below $US 20 /m² /month level in the third quarter of 2018 to $US 17.2 
/m² /month. 

The average rental rate for Class A office buildings in Zincirlikuyu-
Esentepe-Gayrettepe in the third quarter of 2018, dropped to $US 22.2 
/m² /month. Despite the rent reductions in other buildings, the list price 
asked in Calik Plaza (included in the district stock in this quarter), was 
above the district’s average, which caused the average rental rate to be 
high in the graph.

The Average Rental Rates by District Category in the Istanbul Office 
Market in the second quarter of 2018 are displayed in Figure 8.

In the CBD, the average rent for Class A office buildings was $US 21.8 
/m² /month and $US 10.1 /m² /month for Class B office buildings.

In Out of CBD-Europe, the average rent for Class A office buildings 
was $US 14.5 /m² /month and $US 10.6 /m² /month for Class B office 
buildings.

In Out of CBD-Asia the average rent for Class A office buildings was 
$US 14.8 /m² /month and $US 7.1 /m² / month for Class B office 
buildings.

AVERAGE RENTAL RATES
BY DISTRICT CATEGORY 
2018 The Third Quarter

AVERAGE RENTAL RATES BY DISTRICT
2018 The Third Quarter

[2]The districts’ average rental rates are calculated by landlords on the basis of listing prices declared by landlords to the market. Rooms for negotiation were not taken into the account in the evaluations. 

FIGURE NO.9  SOURCE: PROPIN

FIGURE NO.8  SOURCE: PROPIN

AVERAGE RENTAL RATES 
IN THE ISTANBUL OFFICE MARKET 

UmranıyeFOR LEASE No.6

EN PLAZA

No agency service charge 
Please click on www.propin.com.tr for other properties we represent and for detailed information

• 750 m² -sized floor

• Total office area 9,750 m² 

• Cafe, terrace, meeting room

• Walking distance to Cakmak 
   Subway Station
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The rental average of Class A office buildings in Taksim-Nisantasi, was 
$US 24.1 /m² /month in the third quarter of 2018.  

In the third quarter of 2018, the average rental rate of Class A office 
buildings in Kozyatagi decreased to $US 15.4 /m² /month. During third 
quarter of 2018, the increase in the number of buildings in the Kozyatagi 
District, in which landlords announced the list prices in Turkish Lira, stood 
out. In addition to the depreciation of the Turkish Lira, rent reduction in 
the listing prices pushed the average rental rate of Class A office buildings 
in Kozyatagi down sharply when compared to the previous quarter.

The demanded listing prices for office areas which were included in the 
rent market were seen above the previous quarter’s rental average in 
Altunizade. On the other hand, it was found that low-rent office areas 
ran out of vacant office areas as they were rented. As a result of these 
developments, the average rental rates of Class A office buildings in the 
third quarter of 2018 increased to $US 13.2/ m² / month.
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A comparison of the Listing Prices of Prime Rent by District 
in Istanbul over four quarters can be seen in Figure 10.[3] 

These figures are the listing prices declared by the landlords to 
the market; closing prices may have varied as a consequence 
of sizable discounts after negotiations and currency pegging.

Over last four quarters, we have underlined that there is 
a big difference between the listing prices and the closing 
rental rates as a consequence of negotiations for some 
buildings. In this quarter, a similar situation has continued.

In Levent, the prime rent in the third quarter of 2018 was 
$US 43 /m² /month. This rental rate was determined to 
be the prime rent in Istanbul in the third quarter of 2018.

Taksim-Nisantasi was the district where the prime rent was asked 
in Out of CBD-Europe in the third quarter of 2018,. The prime rent 
demanded in Taksim-Nisantasi, similar to the previous last three 
quarters, was $US 30 /m² /month. Prime rent levels remained 
unchanged for last four quarters in the districts in Out of CBD-Europe.
 
In Out of CBD-Asia in the third quarter of 2018, the prime rent 
demanded was $US 26 /m² /month in Kozyatagi. The asked prime 
rent in Kozyatagi fell by $US 2 /m² /month compared to the second 
quarter of 2018. The prime rents were seen at $US 21 /m² /month 
level in the districts other than Kozyatagi, in Out of CBD-Asia.

[3] Rental rates in the chart are the list prices stated by the landlords to the market. The figures related to the buildings which have been constructed and added to the stock are reflected as well.    
      The average rental rates in the districts are shown on page 12.

FIGURE NO.10  SOURCE: PROPIN

PRIME RENT RATES 
IN THE ISTANBUL OFFICE MARKET

LISTING PRICES OF PRIME RENT  
BY DISTRICT IN ISTANBUL
The Last Four Quarters

MaslakFOR LEASE No.7
  

AcıbademFOR SALE-LEASE No.8

AKASYA 
ACIBADEM

MASLAK LINK
PLAZA

• 843 m² vacant office area
   
• Total office area 40,000 m² 

• 5-minutes walking distance to
   metrobus and subway station
  
• Mall, restaurant, cafe and gym

• Users: Artı Investment Holding,
   Lilly Drug, Pig Games,
   Flormar, Yoryapi, Yorsan.

• 3,840 m² vacant office area

• 960 m² floor area 

• 5-minutes walking distance to  
   ITU-Ayazaga Subway Station

• Total office area 16,000 m²

• 76% occupancy

 • Users: Groupama Insurance,   
    Astelas, Havas Media, JLL

No agency service charge 
Please click on www.propin.com.tr for other properties we represent and for detailed information

No agency service charge 
Please click on www.propin.com.tr for other properties we represent and for detailed information
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Changes in the Average Rental Rates of Class A Office Buildings from the 
fourth quarter of 2017 to the third quarter of 2018 are given in Figure 11.

The average rental rate for Class A office buildings in the CBD significantly 
dropped between the fourth quarter of 2017 and the third quarter of 2018. 
The average rental rate for Class A office buildings in the CBD was $US 
24.8 /m2 /month in the last quarter of 2017, yet $US 21.8 /m2 /month in 
the third quarter of 2018. The decline throughout the last four quarters 
was measured at 12%. 

The average rental rate for Class A office buildings in Out of CBD-Europe 
among the last quarter of 2017 and the second quarter of 2018 was at a 
level of $US 15 /m2 /month. In the third quarter of 2018, the average rental 
rate for Class A office buildings in Out of CBD-Europe regressed to $US 
14.5 /m2 /month.

The average rental rate for Class A office buildings in Out of CBD-Asia over 
last four quarters showed a downward trend. The average rental rate for 
Class A office buildings in Out of CBD-Asia was $US 17.5 /m2 /month in the 
last quarter of 2017 and it fell to $US 14.8 /m2 /month in the third quarter 
of 2018. A 15.2% decline over the last four quarters was witnessed in Out 
of CBD-Asia. 

CHANGES IN AVERAGE RENTAL  
RATES OF CLASS A BUILDINGS
The Last Four Quarters

The Last Four Quarters

CHANGES IN AVERAGE RENTAL  
RATES OF CLASS B BUILDINGS

FIGURE NO.12  SOURCE: PROPIN

FIGURE NO.11  SOURCE: PROPIN

CHANGES IN AVERAGE RENTAL RATES
IN THE ISTANBUL OFFICE MARKET

The Changes in the Average Rental Rates of Class B Buildings grouped 
in District Categories over the last four quarters are illustrated in Figure 
12. 

The average rental rate for Class B office buildings in the CBD 
demonstrated a tendency to fall during the period of the last four 
quarters. The average rental rate for Class B office buildings had been 
$US 13 /m2 /month in the fourth quarter of 2017. In the third quarter of 
2018, the average rent decreased to $US 10.1 /m2 /month. The decline 
in the average rental rate for Class B office buildings in the CBD over 
last four quarters was 22.2%. 

In the period between the fourth quarter of 2017 and the third quarter 
of 2018, the average rent rate for Class B office buildings in Out of CBD-
Europe was almost steady.  The average rental rate for Class B office 
buildings in Out of CBD-Europe was $US 11.4 /m2 /month in the fourth 
quarter of 2017, was $US 10.6 /m2 /month in the third quarter of 2018. 

The average rental rate for Class B office buildings in Out of CBD-Asia 
dropped over the last four quarters. The average rent had been $US 9.8 
/m2 /month in the fourth quarter of 2017. It was seen as $US 7.1 /m2 /
month in the third quarter of 2018. The average rent rate for Class B 
office buildings fell by 27.5% throughout the last four quarters.

No.9FOR LEASE Kozyatagı

PALLADIUM
TOWER
• 6,338 m² vacant office area
• 930 m2 and 1,096 m2 
   sized floors
• Total office area 50,000 m² 
• Restaurant, gym, meeting   
   rooms, dining hall
• 87% occupancy
• Kullanıcılar: Lenovo,Toshiba ,Center 

    Petrochemistry, Acemar, Tahincioğlu 

    Holding, Monsanto, RC Industries ,Cargill, 

    Plaza Cubes, CPK, DuPont, Garanti Bank, 

   İzomas, Lexmark, Axa Insurance

No agency service charge 
Please click on www.propin.com.tr for other properties we represent and for detailed information
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AyazagaFOR SALE- LEASE No.10

SEBA OFFICE
BOULEVARD

No agency service charge 
Please click on www.propin.com.tr for other properties we represent and for detailed information

• 336 m² vacant office area

• 3.80m floor height

• Restaurant, cafe, gardens

• Easy access to TEM and E5

• Total office area 65.295 m² 

• Users: Maviland,Tüvtürk, TMF 
    Engineering, Yüksel Project, Acun 
    Media, TV8,  Seba,  İlmor Chemistry, 
    Levi Strauss, United Production, Akel
   Scarf
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For further information, please don’t hesitate to contact us. We would be more than happy to help. T. 0212 217 8555        

We represent more than 500,000 m2 office area

AGENCY SERVICE FEE:
In any case of leasing or purchasing the properties which are marketed by us, clients don’t pay PROPIN in exchange for 
the service given to your company. This service will be provided to make the process easier and faster for you by the 
authorization vested in by landlord.

Responsibility 

for payment of 

the agency 

service fee 

rests with the 

landlord!

Giving us a call
makes your 
office searching 
process easier

You can reach
technical and 

architectural 
documents

rapidly.

You can visit 
the building

as soon as 
possible.

You can proceed 
in legal phases 

easily during 
contract process.

You can reach 
lease or 

purchase offers 
in written!

For the rest of the list please visit www.propin.com.tr.

FOR LEASE No.14EtılerFOR LEASE No.13

RSD #4

  
FOR SALE- LEASE No.11Seyrantepe

NUROL LIFE
SEYRANTEPE

  
MecıdıyekoyFOR LEASE No.12

RONESANSBIZ 
MECIDIYEKOY

• 606 m² vacant office area

• Decorated

• Floor with detached terrace

• 4-minutes walking distance to  
   Levent Subway Station

• Total office area 2,400 m² 

• Users: Angelini Pharma, 
   Axpo Enerji, Safilo Group, 
   Open, Rsd

• 9,540 m² office area

• 780 m²-sized floors

• 3-minutes walking distance to  

   Cakmak Subway Station

Umranıye

BENGI BUSINESS 
CENTER

• 4,299 m² vacant office area

• Decorated

• In the center of Mecidiyekoy

• Total office area 15,000 m²

• Users: Adidas, Arkema,
   ManPower,Nexans, 
   Walmart-Asda                

• 26,735 m² vacant office area

• 3.900 m²-sized floors

• Total office area 26,735 m²

• Gardens, cafe, restaurant,   
   cinema,terraces       

http://www.propin.com.tr/Gayrimenkuller.aspx


AGENCY SERVICES

 User Representation

 Tenant / Buyer Consultancy 

 ‘Built-to-Suit Model’ Development Consultancy  

 Contract Renewing Consultancy

 Landlord Representation

 Property Marketing Consultancy

 Contract Renewing Consultancy

ADVISORY SERVICES

 Market Research Reports

 Office Feasibility Reports

 Project Development Consultancy

Eski Buyukdere Avenue  Humeyra Street Nef Offices 09 
Block B  No 7  Floor 5 /114  34400 4th Levent /Istanbul 
T + 90 212 217 85 55   F + 90 212 217 85 53 
www.propin.com.tr    info@propin.com.tr

twitter.com/Propin_Turkey

linkedin.com/company/Propin

http://twitter.com/Propin_Turkey
http://linkedin.com/company/Propin

